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Abstract: Biochar addition in anaerobic digestion has been repeatedly reported to improve methane
production, however, this ability is not well understood. This work aims to understand and correlate
the most important factors influencing anaerobic digestion performance using principal component
analysis along with quantitative and qualitative descriptive analysis to evaluate the variations of
methane production with the addition of biochar. Reports from the literature using biochar produced
from several feedstocks under variable pyrolysis conditions and therefore different compositions
were carefully gathered and compared with their own non-biochar controls. Woody-derived biochars,
produced at 450–550 ◦C, containing an ash content of 3.1–6.3%, and an O:C ratio of 0.20, were
responsible for having the greatest positive effect. The amount of biochar added to the digesters also
influences anaerobic digestion performance. Increasing biochar loads favours the production rate,
although this can be detrimental to methane yields, thereby, biochar loads of approximately 0.4–0.6%
(w/v) appear to be optimal. This work provides a guide for those interested in biochar augmentation
in anaerobic digestion and identifies the main interactions between the variables involved.

Keywords: biochar; anaerobic digestion; pyrolysis; principal component analysis

1. Introduction

The role of biochar (BC) in amending the stressful factors affecting the performance
of anaerobic digestion (AD) has been highly reported but is not well understood. Among
the general accounts, it has been stated that BC can couple the biological and chemical
transformations occurring during AD, resulting in better performance and stability [1]. It
is generally accepted that BC supports the immobilisation of cells from anaerobic sludge;
provides a buffering effect; adsorbs metabolites; reduces ammonia inhibition; and acts as
an intermediary during the direct interspecies electron transfer (DIET) process [2].

Wu et al. [2] proposed a mechanism for explaining the complexity of how BC facilitates
methane generation. The H2 produced during acidogenesis increases the partial pressure
of the system, thus the rapid use of H2 and subsequent production of methane is key. This
requires transferring electrons between fermentative bacteria and methanogens through
the electron carriers H2 or formate via the hydrogenases and formate dehydrogenases
(FDH) enzymes. DIET interactions are a mechanism involving bioelectric connections
via biological compounds, such as conductive pili (e-pili), c-type cytochrome (OmcS) and
electron transport proteins. It is necessary for the microorganisms involved in DIET to
have intimate direct contact with the electron transport proteins on the outer membrane
to deliver the electrical contact. Remarkably, microorganisms can also exhibit DIET via
exogenous non-biological conductive materials that emulate the function of pili or OmcS,
such as biochar [2].

The surface functionality of the BCs, particularly oxygenated functional groups (OFGs),
such as C-O, C=O, OH and COOH, are the predominant and most important features of
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surface chemistry, and responsible for most of their interaction with organic matter [3].
The pyrolysis temperature (PT) is the main factor determining the number of OFGs on
the BCs. The OFGs within the redox-active structures, quinone-hydroquinone moieties
and/or conjugated π-electron systems of the BCs aromatic sub-structures facilitate the DIET
interactions [4]. Accordingly, the BCs enable the transfer of electrons from bulk chemical
electron donors to a receiving organic compound between H2-producing bacteria and
H2-consuming methanogens, thus enhancing reaction rates and kinetic efficiencies [5,6].
The OFGs serve as anchoring sites for intermolecular and interspecies interactions [7,8].
There have been repeated reports regarding the benefits of adding BCs with a large presence
of OFGs to improving AD performance [6,9,10].

The ability of BC to amend ammonia inhibition has also been attributed to the cation
exchange capacity (CEC), and the H-bonds between the ammonium ions and the functional
groups of the BC [11,12]. As previously stated, the potential of BC to act as a buffering
agent has been attributed principally to the organic functional groups, including OFGs
and/or conjugated π-electron systems [6]; and to a lesser extent to the ash-inorganic alkalis,
and organic alkalis confined in the BC [13]. The BC also promotes the growth of archaea
(Methanosaeta and Methanosarcina) and bacteria (Bacterioidetes and Geobacter) involved in
volatile fatty acid (VFA) degradation and methane production [7,14–16]. Regardless of the
efforts for elucidating the mechanisms involved during BC addition in AD, the practical
application for engineering purposes still requires an understanding of how to proceed.

The addition of BC in batch laboratory scale systems reported in the literature has
resulted in diverse and often ambiguous effects on methane production. This could be
due to a series of factors, such as the pyrolysis conditions defining the properties of the
BC [11], the anaerobic digestion conditions [17], the inoculation [18], and the amount of
biochar added to the digester [19,20]. Previous studies have investigated a wide variety of
BC and most authors have attempted to attribute their effect on AD to the physicochemical
properties of the BC. Numerous reviews have gathered information from publications
and attempted to explain how BC influences AD performance [11,21–23]. However, the
statistical analysis of large datasets for correlating the inherent properties of the BCs and
their effective influence on AD performance has not been attempted.

To achieve this, principal component analysis (PCA) could be a valuable approach
to create an understanding and even set the standards for BC augmentation on AD. PCA
could determine which variables explain most of the variance in a dataset and how they
are correlated, identifying those highly influential for BC augmentation and how they
interact together. There is only one recent report evaluating the effect of BCs from rice
husk (RH), sewage sludge (SS) and softwood (SW) produced at 550 ◦C and activated
by CO2 while employing PCA for elucidating this relationship [24]. They processed
11 factors to identify correlations, including surface area (SA), pore volume (PV), pore
size, pH, electrical conductivity (EC), ash, volatile matter (VM), fixed and total carbon
(FC and TC, respectively), H:C and O:C ratios, biogas and methane (CH4) productions.
They observed a large correlation between CH4, O:C, H:C, and VM, while the unrelated
CH4 and biogas were attributed to the removal of CO2 by BC through adsorption and
mineralization or the increased conversion of CO2 to CH4 mediated by BC. The influence
on biogas generation was correlated to PV, SA, FC and TC, and negatively correlated to ash.
It is worth mentioning that PCA is intended for the analysis of a large dataset and in this
case, they use only their experimental data by testing three BCs, three activated BCs, one
substrate (mixed wastewater sludge), and one set of AD conditions.

The interaction and response to changes taking place in complex systems, such as
AD, are difficult to understand and can even lead to ambiguous observations. Hence, it
is important to evaluate the factors both individually and collectively to understand and
correlate the behaviours observed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
evaluating a large dataset for the augmentation of biochar during anaerobic digestion and
employing PCA for this purpose. Therefore, this work aims to understand and correlate
the most important factors influencing AD performance using the multivariate statistical
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method PCA, along with quantitative and qualitative descriptive analysis, to evaluate the
variations of AD performance with the addition of BCs. Moreover, investigating additional
factors that can also contribute to methane production, including choice of substrate and
composition, ISR and BC load.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Selection of Data

Reports of biochar augmentation in AD at mesophilic conditions were compiled in
Tables 1–4. The criteria for selecting the reports included mesophilic conditions (35–37 ◦C),
the use of batch digesters and that each publication provided enough information about
the origin and composition of the BCs, digestion conditions and the effect of the BC
on AD to allow the analysis. Information about the BCs included feedstock, pyrolysis
temperature, O:C ratio and ash content, the importance of these parameters is based on their
reported impact on BC augmentation in AD [6,11]. Most BCs derived from a lignocellulosic
woody source, other feedstocks included high-cellulose (water hyacinth, switchgrass, and
bamboo), algae (F. serratus) and high-protein feedstock (dairy manure and canola meal),
produced at variable pyrolysis conditions (350–900 ◦C). Information about the pyrolysis
conditions employed is listed in the tables as provided by each publication, although
many failed to state a detailed description. For AD conditions, the systems consisted
of batch experiments using either an Automatic Methane Potential Test System (AMPTS
II) (Bio-process Control, Sweden) or serum bottles of variable sizes (100–1100 mL). The
reports also included the choice of substrate, amount of substrate, biochar load (BCL), and
inoculum-to-substrate ratio (ISR). For the effect of BC in AD, the selected data must include
a control without BC addition to be able to compare the effect of BC on the most significant
performance parameters.

2.2. Biochar Effect on Anaerobic Digestion

To establish the effect of BC addition on AD performance for the set of conditions for
each publication gathered in Tables 1–4, the AD parameters corresponded to those obtained
at the end of the fermentation and once the stationary phase was achieved. The changes
in the kinetic parameters were calculated in comparison to their corresponding non-BC
control as follows:

BMP (%) =
(BMPBC − BMPC) ∗ 100

BMPC
(1)

µm (%) =

(
µm,BC − µm,C

)
∗ 100

µm,C
(2)

λ reduction (%) =
(λBC − λC) ∗ 100

λC
(3)

where the biochemical methane potential (BMP) corresponds to the maximum and
final methane yield (mL CH4/g VS); µm to the maximum methane production
rate (mL CH4/g VS·day); and λ to the lag phase (days); the parameters are expressed
on the mentioned units unless stated otherwise. The denotation BC and C correspond to
systems supplemented with biochar and the non-biochar control, respectively.
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Table 1. Summary of the reports for the biochar addition on anaerobic digestion of model carbohy-
drate substrates.

Biochar Feedstock Pyrolysis
Conditions

BC Load
(% w/v) AD Conditions ISR BMP µm

λ
(Days) Ref.

Oak wood

Commercial SP mono
retort reactor

450 ◦C
650 ◦C

0
3
3

AMPTS, 37 ◦C, HRT 30 d,
cellulose 5 g VS/L 1

265.9
285.5
251.6

11.8
28.1
13.1

0
1.5

13.1

[10]Fucus serratus

SP fixed bed, N2 flow,
HR 5 ◦C/min

450 ◦C, 1 h
600 ◦C, 1 h

3
3

38.3
41.1

4.9
1.9

17.3
3.6

Water hyacinth 450 ◦C, 1 h
600 ◦C, 1 h

3
3

294.2
266.0

27.3
12.3

1.2
3.3

Rice straw
Corn stover

Bamboo
Pine wood
Oak wood

Apple wood

Hypoxic conditions,
PS < 1 mm
500 ◦C, 2 h

0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

AMPTS, 35 ◦C,
HRT 25 d, glucose

9 g/L
0.18

142.0
143.6
138.0
145.0
156.4
158.9
163.8

6.5
8.2
6.3
9.8
9.7
9.0
9.2

NR [25]

Fruitwoods

800–900 ◦C
PS 0.5–1 mm

0
1

Serum bottle, 35 ◦C,
HRT 120 d, glucose 6 g/L

TAN 0.3 g/L

0.17

13.2 a

12.9 a
1.3 b

1.5 b
23.5
16.3

[12]
800–900 ◦C

PS 0.5–1 mm
0
1

Glucose 6 g/L,
TAN 3.5 g-N/L

13.5 a

13.3 a
0.59 b

0.65 b
30.5
26.5

800–900 ◦C
PS 0.5–1 mm
PS 2–5 mm

PS 75–150 µm

0
1
1
1

Glucose 6 g/L,
TAN 7 g-N/L

13.6 a

13.8 a

15.2 a

14.0 a

0.34 b

0.42 b

0.50 b

0.49 b

63.5
48.4
48.3
59.8

Fruitwoods Kiln reactor
800 ◦C

0
1

Serum bottle, HRT 22 d,
glucose 2 g/L 0.5 15.7 a

15.3 a
2.8 b

2.3 b
12.7
10.6

[26]

0
1 HRT 32 d, glucose 4 g/L 0.25 16.6 a

13.7 a
1.1 b

2.1 b
15.8
14.0

0
1

HRT 38 d, glucose
6 g/L 0.17 14.2 a

13.7 a
1.3 b

1.5 b
23.4
16.3

0
1 HRT 42 d, glucose 8 g/L 0.125 15.1 a

13.3 a
1.0 b

1.0 b
25.0
19.6

PS particle size; SP slow pyrolyser; HR heating rate; BMP expressed in mL CH4/g and µm expressed in mL
CH4/g·d, unless stated otherwise; a—BMP (mmol CH4/g); b—µm (mmol CH4/g·d); HRT hydraulic retention
time; TAN total ammonia nitrogen; NR not reported.

The values calculated as described in Equations (1)–(3) are shown in Abbreviation part.
These effects were expressed as % of variation where 0% represents the value obtained
as the same as the control; thus, the addition of BC offered no effect on that parameter.
Conversely, 100% states that the BC addition doubled the value obtained by the control.
Moreover, a positive value indicates an improvement of that parameter, while a negative
value states a detrimental effect due to BC addition.
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Table 2. Summary of the reports for the biochar addition on anaerobic digestion of food waste and
organic fraction of the municipal solid waste (OFMSW).

Feedstock Pyrolysis
Conditions

BC Load
(% w/v) AD Conditions ISR BMP µm λ (Days) Ref.

Pine
sawdust

Indirectly fired kiln,
size PS 12–25.9 µm

650 ◦C, 20 m

0
1.5

Serum bottle 100 mL,
HRT 40 d, 37 ◦C, food

waste 496 g VS/L

1487 a

2092 a
272 b

362 b
6
6 [27]

900 ◦C, 20 m 1.5 2187 a 389 b 6

Vineyard
pruning

Pilot plant
semi-continuous
electrical reactor,

anoxic, no inert gas,
550 ◦C, 15 min

0
1
3

Erlenmeyer flask 250 mL,
HRT 54 d, 37 ◦C, citrus

peel waste
1

103
209
298

10.9
14.3
14.2

16.8
9.8
9.3

[28]

Wallnut shell
Commercial

downdraft gasifier
900 ◦C

0
0.35
0.70

Serum bottle 650 mL,
HRT 55 d, 37 ◦C, food

waste 4 g VS/L
1.36

484
492
131

NR NR [19]

Rice straw Furnace, N2 flow
500 ◦C, 2 h

0
0.5

AMPTS, HRT 25 d,
35 ◦C, OFMSW

8.6 g/L
1 174.2 c

92.4 c
72.5 d

40.1 d
1.8
1.1 [16]

Fruitwoods
Commercial kiln

800–900 ◦C
PS <1 mm

0
0.2
0.5
1

Serum bottle 1100 mL,
210 d, 35 ◦C, food

waste 4 g/L
2

490.0
480.1
493.1
507.5

0.05
0.08
0.07
0.15

55.4
65.8
51.6
49

[29]

0
0.2
0.5
1

Food waste 8 g/L 1

440.0
460.3
530.5
476.6

0.03
0.07
0.06
0.07

89.9
51

50.5
41.1

0
0.2
0.5
1

Food waste 10 g/L 0.8

340.0
490.2
478.1
471.9

0.03
0.04
0.06
0.05

123.9
79
57

68.1

Pine
sawdust

Indirectly fired kiln
650 ◦C, 20 min
PS 3.6–25.9 µm

0
0.83
1.66
2.51
3.33

Serum bottle 100 mL,
HRT 40 d, 35 ◦C, food

waste 13.7 g/L

1070 a

1137 a

1057 a

956 a

931 a

113 b

156 b

160 b

145 b

138 b

10
5.9
5.7
5.5
5.7

[20]

Coconut shell Wood
Rice husk

Commercial
450 ◦C

PS 1.7–2.0 mm

0
0.96
096
0.96

Serum bottle 500 mL,
HRT 30 d, 35 ◦C, citrus

peel waste
0.3

165.9
186.8
171.3
172.1

21.8
26.0
18.4
26.6

13.4
7.3
6.8

12.8

[30]

PS particle size; BMP expressed in mL CH4/g and µm expressed in mL CH4/g·d, unless stated otherwise; a—BMP
(mL CH4/L); b—µm (mL CH4/L·d); c—BMP (mL CH4); d—µm (mL CH4/d); HRT hydraulic retention time; NR
not reported.
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Table 3. Summary of the reports for the biochar addition on anaerobic digestion of sewage sludge,
animal manure, bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP) and aqueous pyrolysis liquid (APL).

Feedstock Pyrolysis Conditions BC Load
(% w/v) Substrate ISR BMP µm λ (Days) Ref.

Vineyard
pruning

Pilot plant semi-continuous
electrical reactor, anoxic,

no inert gas,
550 ◦C, 15 min

0
1
3

Erlenmeyer flask 250 mL,
HRT 54 d, 37 ◦C, sludge 1

273
364
425

18.7
23.1
33.4

7.9
5.2
5.9

[28]

Almond shell residue

Commercial
semi-continuous electrically

heated, anoxic
550 ◦C, 15 min

0
1.2

Serum bottle 250 mL, HRT
40 d, 35 ◦C, swine
manure 6 g VS/L

1 298.7
395.4

21.2
24.5

9.2
6.1

[31]
0

1.2 Pre-treated swine manure 1 416.7
433.2

27.5
28.8

5.9
5.8

Dairy manure
Muffle furnace HR 10
◦C/min 350 ◦C, 3 h

Size 420–600 µm

0
0.1
1.0

Serum bottle 280 mL, 35 ◦C,
HRT 35 d, dairy manure NR

374.7
394.9
466.5

28.2
29.9
37.4

2.1
1.9
1.5

[32]

Ashe juniper

Semi-pilot Auger reactor,
N2 flow

400 ◦C, 30 min
600 ◦C, 30 min

0
1
1

Serum bottle 160 mL, 37 ◦C,
HRT 10 d, BOAP 4 g

COD/L
0.24

24
296
88

NR NR
[9]

Canola meal 700 ◦C, 2 h
900 ◦C, 2 h

1
1

43
37 NR NR

Pine wood
Oak wood

Commercial pilot-scale
fluidised bed gasifier, gas
recirculation and N2 flow

710 ◦C, 0.8 sec

0
3.1
6.3

2-step 600 mL digesters: (i)
37 ◦C/HRT 1.2 d; (ii) 53
◦C/HRT 12 d, sludge

NR
0.31 a

0.31 a

0.31 a

72.5 b

82.9 b

71.4 b
NR

[33]

Oak wood 2.8
5.6 NR 0.33 a

0.32 a
83.2 b

79.4 b NR

Cornstalk

Commercial pilot-scale
fluidised bed gasifier, gas
recirculation and N2 flow

710 ◦C, 0.8 sec

0
0.8
1.1
1.3
1.6

Serum bottle 600 mL, HRT
25 d, 35 ◦C, sludge

4.3 g TS/L
2

488.9
494.3
494.9
495.2
494.5

125.5 b

160.1 b

144.5 b

143.6 b

131.5 b

NR [34]

Cornstalk pellet
Fixed bed reactor, HR 100

◦C/min, N2 flow
400 ◦C, 10 min

0
8

Syringe 100 mL, HRT 225 d,
40◦, APL 35 g COD/L 0.6 12 c

20 c
0.1 d

0.2 d NR [35]

HR heating rate; BMP expressed in mL CH4/g and µm expressed in mL CH4/g·d, unless stated otherwise;
a—BMP (mL CH4/g COD); b—BMP (mL CH4/d); c—BMP (g CODCH4/L); d—µm (g CODCH4/L·d); HRT hy-
draulic retention time; NR not reported.
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Table 4. Summary of the reports for the biochar addition on anaerobic digestion of aquatic plants,
algae, ammonium carbonate and anaerobic co-digestion of multiple substrates.

Feedstock Pyrolysis Conditions BC Load
(% w/v) Substrate ISR BMP µm λ (Days) Ref.

Oak wood
Commercial SP mono

retort reactor
450 ◦C

0
0.5
1

AMPTS, 37 ◦C, HRT 30 d,
water hyacinth

5 g VS/L
Samples from

different sources

1

208.9
217.7
141.7

15.0
24.9
13.0

0.0
1.5
0.4

[36]

0
0.5
1

201.3
163.3
196.6

20.2
15.8
17.5

0.0
0.0

0
0.5

177.1
141.4

19.8
32.6

0.0
0.2

0
0.5

91.6
53.7

6.8
5.0

0.0
0.0

Oak wood
Commercial SP mono

retort reactor
450 ◦C

0
3

AMPTS, 37 ◦C, HRT 30 d, C.
vulgaris cellulose, 5 g VS/L,

C/N 10
0.5 50.8

232.7
23.6
9.5

0.4
1.0

[37]0
3 C/N 20 0.8 91.2

239.1
39.5
10.0

1.0
0.0

0
3 C/N 30 0.9 136.2

241.2
22.7
12.4

0.5
0.0

Waste wood

Commercial continuous
rotatory kiln
700 ◦C, 1 h

PS 75–500 µm

0
0.03
0.06
0.12
0.5
1

AMPTS, HRT 30 d, 37 ◦C, L.
digitata 5 g VS/L 2

200.1
211.5
212.9
234.0
180.0
179.7

22.1
25.8
24.2
24.7
19.5
20.3

1.5
0.8
0.8
0.7
1.3
1.4

[38]

Sawdust

Muffle furnace, HR 10
◦C/min, anoxic

500 ◦C, 1.5 h
PS 0.25–1.0 mm

0
0.2
0.6
1.0
1.5

Serum bottle working
volume 90 mL, 35 ◦C, HRT
55 d, food waste and sludge

2 g VS/L

0.67

111.7 a

114.6 a

116.2 a

112.1 a

109.5 a

6.7 b

8.7 b

9.4 b

8.2 b

7.8 b

21.2
15.3
12.1
10.2
7.8

[13]

Vineyard pruning
Pilot plant semi-continuous
electrical reactor, anoxic, no

inert gas, 550 ◦C, 15 min

0
1
3

Erlenmeyer flask 250 mL,
HRT 54 d, 37 ◦C, citrus peel

waste and sludge
1

298
500
704

14.4
66.3
75.5

7.3
3.6
3.3

[28]

Paper sludge-wheat
husk

Commercial screw
pyrolyser, no inert gas.

Post-outgassed and
quenched with water

500 ◦C, 20 min

0
2

Syringe 100 mL, HRT 63 d,
40 ◦C, (NH4)2CO3 TAN

0.5–5 g/kg
NR 4.4 c

4.5 c
0.03 d

0.03 d NR [39]

HR heating rate; PS particle size; BMP expressed in mL CH4/g and µm in mL CH4/g·d, unless stated otherwise;
a—BMP (mL CH4); b—µm (mL CH4/d); c—BMP (mL CH4/g); d—µm (d−1); NR not reported.

2.3. Principal Component Analysis

PCA is also known as a projection method, whose principal objective is the explanation
of large data into smaller and more informative components. For this PCA analysis,
eight variables to study were selected and divided into three categories: (i) related to the
generation and properties of the BCs: pyrolysis temperature (PT), ash content, and O:C
ratio; (ii) related to the AD conditions: inoculum-to-substrate ratio (ISR) and biochar load
(BCL); (iii) related to the AD performance: effect of BC addition on BMP, µm and λ. It is
recommended to re-scale and homogenise the data when different scales and units are
being used; in this case, the initial data used units of pH, ◦C, and percentage. To have a
dataset suitable for PCA, the values for the variables calculated with Equations (1)–(3) and
listed in Supplementary Table S1 were homogenised by transforming into mean-centred
values and divided by their standard deviations according to Equation (4) [40]. The re-
scaled dataset based on the difference between the control and standardised as described
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are listed in Supplementary Table S2. The effect of BC addition on these variables are used
for the PCA and the descriptive statistics.

Standarised data =
Mean centred value
Standard deviation

(4)

The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) method, Bartlett’s test of sphericity and communali-
ties were used to establish the adequacy of the PCA analysis. KMO examines the suitability
of the data and is found between 0 and 1, where average values > 0.5 are good and
>0.9 are near perfection. The communalities indicate the relationship or amount of common
variance of each variable with the entire dataset. It is not desirable for the correlations to
be extremely low or non-existent or to be extremely high because these might indicate a
lack of variation in the data. Bartlett’s test of sphericity indicates if there is a significant
difference among the correlations between the variables (p < 0.05) [41]. Oblique rotation
was used for the PCA analysis assuming that all factors could be correlated. The principal
components (PCs) represent the most important sources of variability and explain a certain
amount of information within the original data. The first PC contains the greatest source of
information explaining the data set, whereas each subsequent PC contains less information
than the previous one. PCs with eigenvalues greater than one are considered important
and were thus retained [40]. The software SPSS Statistics 26 (IBM, New York, NY, USA)
was used for the PCA analysis and Origin 2019 for the PCA plots.

Visual Representation of the Principal Component Analysis

The PCA biplot represents the data as scores and loadings. Scores correspond to each
sample distributed in the space of the PCs describing the variability of the dataset. The
distance of the samples distributed along the axis is an indication of how much of their
information is contained within the PCs. Samples positively correlated are in a similar
direction, while opposite directions indicate a negative correlation [42]. PCA loadings
indicate the contribution placed on each variable to describe the PCs. Loadings with
the highest values and located farther away from the origin indicate the most important
variables, whereas those with values of approximately zero or closer to the origin contribute
little to describing the samples in the PCs [40].

2.4. Descriptive Analysis

The effect of BC addition over the response variables BMP, µm and λ calculated
as described in Equations (1)–(3) were correlated to the working variables used in each
literature report, including PT, ash content, O:C ratio, ISR, and BC load. Box plots displayed
the distribution of the large dataset through their quartiles. Individual comparisons of
the effect of the working variables over the response variables were evaluated by analysis
of variance at a confidence level of p < 0.05. All analyses were performed using the SPSS
Statistics 26 software.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Principal Component Analysis

The PCA exhibited average sample adequacy with a KMO value of 0.6 and a significant
correlation between the variables according to Bartlett´s test of sphericity (p < 0.05). The
communalities were adequate within a range of 0.555 to 0.700 (Figure 1a); this suggests an
appropriate amount of common variance for each variable with the entire dataset. Three
PCs exhibiting Eigenvalues above 1 were maintained, describing 65.3% of the total variation
in the dataset as shown in the scree plot (Figure 1b).
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Figure 1. Results of the principal component analysis (PCA): (a) Communalities for the variance of
each variable explained by the PCA; (b) Scree plot of the principal components (PCs) outlining the
Eigenvalues and variance of the dataset. The PCs are the linear depiction of the original dataset and
the total variance of the eight variables.

The PCs were visualised by two PCs at the time, with the biplot for PC1-PC2 and
PC1-PC3 describing 50.11% and 42% of the dataset variation, respectively (Figure 2). Most
scores were projected as scattered data lying along the PC1 indicating a higher influence by
variables highly represented by PC1. The scores located in the space between the PC1-PC2
and PC1-PC3 axes are influenced by variables that are important on both PCs. In the
biplot PC1-PC2 (Figure 2a), the loadings for BMP and O:C ratio were close to the origin,
suggesting the least variability and contribution. For the biplot PC1-PC3 (Figure 2b), the
variables PT, BCL, and λ were once more highly described by the PC1. The magnitude and
distribution of the loadings on the PC area indicate that the variable BMP, O:C ratio and
ISR yield were highly described by the PC3.
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Figure 2. Principal component analysis biplot for the parameters influencing biochar augmentation
in anaerobic digestion: (a) PC1 vs. PC2; (b) PC1 vs. PC3. Pyrolysis temperature (PT); methane yield
(BMP); µm methane production rate; λ lag phase; ISR inoculum-to-substrate ratio; biochar ash content;
biochar O:C ratio dry ash-free basis; biochar load. The dataset is listed in Supplementary Table S2.

The angle between two vector loadings indicates their correlations, thus, the proximity
leads to a higher correlation [42]. PT was moderately correlated to ISR and to a lesser
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extent to µm. The variables ash, O:C ratio and BMP were highly correlated, meaning that
as the ash and O:C ratio of the BC increases, so does the methane yield (Figure 2a). The
correlation between ash and O:C ratio was expected because both variables are related to
the BC composition. These variables were orthogonal to PT, suggesting that increasing
the pyrolysis temperature reduces the O:C ratio of the BCs, while the addition of higher
temperature BCs to AD would reduce the positive effect on the BMP.

The angles separating the BMP and µm were below 90◦, suggesting a positive correla-
tion; thereby, as the BMP increased so did the µm (Figure 2a). The same principle applies
to µm and ISR; consequently, higher µm could be achieved by employing larger ISRs, in
agreement with the asserted role of inoculation on the initial activity and performance of
the digester [18]. On the other hand, loadings orthogonal (perpendicular) to each other
were negatively correlated as observed for ISR with BCL and λ. The correlation between µm
and λ was expected because of their time dependence. An orthogonal projection was also
observed for the PT and BCL, meaning that as the carbonisation degree of the BC increases,
its addition to the digester must be reduced. Moreover, BCL was independently correlated
to the O:C ratio and λ. The BCL could be quantitatively correlated to the amount of BC and
therefore the number of OFGs present in the digestate and responsible for facilitating the
DIET process.

Figure 2b also suggests a correlation between the variable PT and µm. The loading for
λ is now near the ash and BCL variables, which could be attributed to the role of the BC
in facilitating DIET interactions that promote the methanogenesis and reduce the λ. The
position of the variables BMP and ISR largely described the PC3 and suggested that by
increasing one the other is reduced. This pattern was also observed for the AD digestion of
water hyacinth [36], while other reports have suggested that BC improves AD, especially
under stressful conditions, such as low ISRs [14].

3.2. Biochar Properties and Their Effect on Anaerobic Digestion
3.2.1. Feedstocks Used for Producing the Biochar Added to Anaerobic Digestion

From the reports compiled in Tables 1–4, BC addition enhanced the BMP and µm by
57% and 83% of the cases, respectively. The greatest improvements of BMP corresponded
to slow pyrolysis BCs: ashe juniper-BC 400 and 600 ◦C, switchgrass-BC 500 ◦C and canola
meal-BC 700 ◦C [9], corn stalk-BC 400 ◦C [35], vineyard pruning-BC 550 ◦C [28], and oak
wood-BC 450 ◦C [37]. For µm, the BCs whose effect was more favourable were vineyard
pruning-BC 550 ◦C [28], fruitwoods 800 and 900 ◦C [26,29], corn stalk-BC 400 ◦C [35],
bamboo-BC and pine wood-BC 500 ◦C [25], and oak wood-BC and water hyacinth-BC
450 ◦C [10]. Conversely, rice straw-BC has proven repeatedly not to offer a positive impact
on AD in comparison to the control [15,16,25]. Generally, woody-derived BCs exhibited the
greatest benefits during the AD amendment.

3.2.2. Pyrolysis Temperature

The distribution for the effect of PT for producing the BCs added to AD obtained from
the dataset was standardised into box plots (Figure 3). PT exhibited a significant effect on µm
(p < 0.05), improving µm in most cases, with a few exceptions in the literature [10,16,26,30,36–38].
No significant correlation was observed for the PT used for producing the BCs over their
effect on BMP or λ (p > 0.05). The summary of all reports showed an average improvement
of BMP (25%) and µm (38%) by adding BC. Particularly for slow pyrolysis BCs produced at
400–550 ◦C the improvement was more significant up to 100%, 400% and 180% for BMP,
µm and λ reduction, respectively [28,31,35], whereas the addition of highly carbonised and
aromatic BCs produced at high PT or long pyrolysis retention times generally exhibited a
negative effect on AD [16,30,38], with some exceptions.
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Figure 3. Box plot for the distribution of the effect of pyrolysis temperature used for producing the
biochar added to anaerobic digestion, described by the relationship with BMP (a); µm (b), and λ

reduction (c).

Temperature is the most important parameter in pyrolysis since it determines most
of the properties of the produced BCs, and in consequence, the effect of BC in AD as
observed in the PCA (Figure 2) [43]. The initial steps of pyrolysis at 200–400 ◦C involve
the detachment of low-energy bonds, such as acidic hydrogen and oxygen-containing
groups (e.g., carboxyl, hydroxyl and formyl groups). It is until 500 ◦C that the alkyl C
structure is further destroyed, resulting in a more aromatic BC [3]. As pyrolysis temperature
continues to raise, the graphitisation degree of the BCs increases due to the dehydrogena-
tion and deoxygenation reactions and consequently generation of stable condensed ring
compounds [44]. Thus, BCs produced below 500 ◦C often exhibit a large content of OFGs
and volatile matter, while the rise in temperature leads to BCs with lower H and O con-
tent, enhanced aromaticity, aromatic ring condensation and a more basic nature [45]. The
latter is of importance given that PT is key for the presence of diverse functional groups,
including hydroxyl, ketone, aldehyde, amino, ester, nitro, carboxylic, particularly OFGs
such as quinone/hydroquinone [10]. Other favourable features of these BCs are electron
exchange capacity, and a well-developed surface area and porosity [6]. As PT increases,
so do the pH, ash content, and hydrophobicity since more polar functional groups are
removed and aromaticity is enhanced [46]. The heterogeneous surface of the BCs donates
the BC the ability to interact with the environment and promote DIET reactions between the
microorganisms involved in AD. In summary, BCs produced at intermediate temperatures
(450–550 ◦C) could be more adequate for AD than higher temperature ones because they
exhibit an extensive redox buffering capacity dominated by OFGs.

3.2.3. Biochar Composition

BCs with an ash content of 3.1–6.3%, mainly woody-BCs, generally improved BMP
and µm by 58 and 60% (Figure 4a,b). BCs with ash contents of 6.3–7.8% were generally
favourable for reducing λ by an average of 37%, while the oak wood-BC 450 ◦C with an ash
content of 11.7% exhibited an opposite response (Figure 4c). The larger distribution linked
to BC with higher ash contents (>11.7%) was restricted to two publications that increased
the µm by four times [10,28]. By increasing PT, the ash content concentrates due to the loss
of organic matter [44]. The inorganics within the BCs could provide a source of alkalinity,
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conductivity and trace nutrients since Cl, Ca and K could increase the BC conductivity and
subsequently improve DIET interactions [47]. Nonetheless, the effect of BC ash content had
no significant effect on either BMP, µm or λ (p > 0.05) (Figure 4a–c).
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Figure 4. Box plot for the distribution of the relation between the variables for the composition of
the biochars and their effect in anaerobic digestion parameters: effect of BC ash content on BMP (a),
µm (b) and λ reduction (c); effect of BC O:C ratio on BMP (d), µm (e), and λ reduction (f).

The BCs used in these reports showed an O:C ratio within a range of 0.06–0.41
(Figure 4d–f). The O:C ratio of the BCs had a significant effect on µm (p < 0.05), while
not on BMP or λ reduction. The BCs with an O:C ratio of 0.20 corresponding to BCs
produced at 450–500 ◦C were responsible for increasing the BMP and µm, by up to two
and four times. There is a direct response to PT regarding compounds containing carbon
and oxygen. Biomass hydrolysis starts at temperatures as low as 150 ◦C, reducing thus
the content of OH and CH3. At 300–400 ◦C, further loss of O and H is observed as BC is
partially carbonised. Pyrolysis requires higher temperatures (up to 500 ◦C) to drastically
reduce these compounds, and increase the content of C=C, due to the transformation of
aliphatic compounds into aromatic structures. At 550 ◦C, the ratio of H:C and O:C decreases
even more due to increased aromaticity, while at a higher temperature, the BC is mainly
carbonised [48]. Therefore, BC with a moderate level of aromaticity and abundance of
OFGs would likely stimulate DIET interactions and improve methane generation as stated
above [10,49].
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3.3. Anaerobic Digestion Conditions
3.3.1. Substrate

The data extracted from the publications have been divided based on the feedstock
employed as substrate in AD. The addition of BCs generally improved the AD of model
carbohydrate substrates, such as cellulose, glucose and sucrose (Table 1), food waste
(Table 2), and the AcoD of citrus peel waste and anaerobic sludge (Table 4). Although that
was not the case for the organic fraction of municipal solid waste (OFMSW) [16] (Table 2),
and other complex substrates, such as aquatic macrophyte water hyacinth [36] and the
seaweed L. digitata [38] (Table 4). The more dramatic positive benefits of BC addition were
observed for the digestion of complex substrates rich in oil or protein, including sewage
sludge, animal manure, bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP), aqueous pyrolysis liquid (APL)
(Table 3), and increasing concentrations of TAN (Table 1). This is highly relevant since the
microorganisms involved in AD often struggle to digest substrates rich in lipids or protein,
and are affected by ammonia toxicity. Thus, BC augmentation could be particularly useful
due to the potential role of BC in facilitating the degradation of such substrates, the rapid
consumption of intermediary organic acids [12], and the capacity to adsorb ammonia [50].

3.3.2. Inoculum to Substrate Ratio

The ISR significantly affected BMP yield (p < 0.05), but not µm or λ reduction during
AD augmented with BC. The BMP was not affected by BC addition at ISR ≤ 0.3, while it
increased up to 80% at ISR 0.5–0.9 (Figure 5a) and was reduced down 50% at an ISR 1–2.
There was no evident trend for the effect of ISR in µm, which was favoured by 20–50% at
variable ISRs, and in some cases increased up to 80–100%, particularly at ISR 1–2 (Figure 5b).
BC addition exhibited the most positive effect in reducing λ by 100% at ISR 0.5 (Figure 5c).
In summary, BC addition offered a significant and positive effect on BMP at ISRs down to
0.5, which is considered an unfavourable and stressful condition. Although not statistically
significant, BC addition improved µm and λ at most ISR.

Extremely low ISRs are responsible for inclining the microbial population towards
the proliferation of acidogens and acetogens, affecting thus methane production [51].
Conversely, large ISRs provide the inoculum with adequate conditions that reduce the λ and
the necessity of additives. Thereby the negative correlation between ISR and BCL observed
in the PCA (Figure 2) indicates that at a more favourable ISR, less BC is necessary. Therefore,
the improvement of AD performance due to BC addition supports the ameliorating benefits
of BC and its possible role in facilitating the synergistic interaction between microorganisms,
especially at unfavourable conditions, such as low ISR, an observation that has been
previously reported [14,29,37].

3.3.3. Biochar Load

The BCL used in the AD reports ranged between 0.03% and 8.0% (w/v), with a
predominance of 1% (Figure 5d–f). Most BC loads improved or had little effect on the BMP
(Figure 5d) and λ reduction (Figure 5f) while increasing BC loads favoured µm (Figure 5e)
although non-statistically significant (p > 0.05) for any parameter. Nonetheless, the largest
variability was obtained for BC loads of 0.5%, 1.0% and 3%. The AD of cellulose and its
co-digestion with C. vulgaris at ISRs 0.5–0.9 were promoted at a BCL of 3%, whereas lower
BCL was more favourable at ISRs 1–2 [37]. Conversely, the increasing BCL of vineyard
pruning-BC 550 ◦C improved the AD of citrus peel waste [28]. The addition of sawdust BC
500 ◦C at a BCL of 0.2–1.5% had little effect on the BMP, although it enhanced µm by 16–40%,
exhibiting an optimal BCL of 0.6% [13]. The BCL was highly relevant for high-temperature
BCs, as shown by the PCA (Figure 2) where the orthogonality between these two variables
suggests that by increasing the PT, the BCL must be reduced. Accordingly, 0.4% of walnut
shell-BC 900 ◦C improved AD, while higher doses (>0.7%) were inhibitory [19]. In summary,
low BC loads (~0.4–0.6%) were optimal for improving AD performance, particularly µm,
while higher doses could even be inhibitory.
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reduction (f).

3.3.4. pH and Buffering Capacity

BC is reported to stabilise AD reactors by raising the pH and promoting methanogene-
sis even at harmfully high concentrations of VFAs [11,52]. Several reports have evaluated
BC addition on AD without performing pH adjustment, and even so, the pH was main-
tained near neutrality or slightly alkaline [10,16,19,25,31,33,34,36–39,53]. Other studies
adjusted the initial pH within the range of 6.8–8.0 [9,12,13,26,27,29,30,32]. The potential
of BC to act as a buffering agent has been reported repeatedly [13,34,35,53,54], while oth-
ers have observed no significant effect [26,38]. Outstanding buffering capacity has been
reported for sawdust-BC 500 ◦C during the AcoD of food waste and dewatered activated
sludge [13] and for oak wood-BC 450 ◦C during the AcoD of C. vulgaris and cellulose at
ISRs 0.5–0.9 [37].

The buffering capacity of BC is derived predominantly from the organic functional
groups [11] and to a lesser extent carbonates and inorganic alkalis (e.g., oxides, hydroxides,
sulphates, sulphides, phosphates) [55]. Fundamentally, the role of BC in stabilising the
pH of the digester is attributed to an enhanced electron transfer capacity for directing
VFA conversion by methanogens involved in DIET. Hence, the redox properties of the
BCs are due principally to their organic electron-accepting and donating moieties [6]. The
ash content, particularly alkali and alkaline earth metals (e.g., K, Na, Mg and Ca) could
influence the alkalinity and conductivity of the BC, and contribute to the catalytic and
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buffering capacity [8,46]. Metals contained in the BC, such as Fe, are reported to act as
reducing agents and stimulate the degradation of VFAs [27].

4. Conclusions

There is an increasing interest in biochar augmentation to improve anaerobic digestion.
However, the operation conditions and outcomes published in the literature often differ,
providing ambiguous and even contradictory results. From this compilation, BC addition
improved BMP and µm in 57% and 83% of the conditions tested, which supports the
necessity to standardise its application. This work has proven the usefulness of collecting a
large dataset from publications and evaluating it under the same scope. PCA stated that
the benefits of BC are subjected to the conditions used during pyrolysis that donate the BC
with its inherent properties and the AD operating conditions. Of all the BCs used for the
experiments in the gathered literature, woody-derived BCs produced by slow pyrolysis
at 450–550 ◦C with an ash content of 3.1–6.3%, and O:C ratio of 0.20 were responsible for
having the greatest positive impact in AD by increasing the BMP and µm, by two and four
times the control. The amount of BC added to the digester also influenced the results, as
moderate BCL (~0.4–0.6%) could substantially improve AD performance, particularly the
production rate, while higher BCL could even be detrimental. The greatest benefit of BC
addition was the enhancement of the methane production rate, which could be related
to the ability of the BC to interact with its surroundings through its functional groups
while promoting DIET synergy. This benefit was more considerable under sub-optimal
conditions, such as low ISRs, mono and co-digestion of complex substrates, particularly
those rich in lipids and protein where BC augmentation could highlight its potential.

Supplementary Materials: The following information can be downloaded at: https://www.mdpi.
com/article/10.3390/en16062523/s1, Table S1: Data used for the principal component analysis for the
effect of biochar addition in methane generation during anaerobic digestion; Table S2: Summarised
values for the standardisation of the data used for the principal component analysis. Reference [56] is
cited in the supplementary materials.
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Abbreviations

AcoD Anaerobic co-digestion
AD Anaerobic digestion
APL Aqueous pyrolysis liquid
BC Biochar
BCL Biochar load
BMP Biochemical methane potential
BOAP Bio-oil aqueous phase
CEC Cation exchange capacity
COD Carbon oxygen demand
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DIET Direct interspecies electron transfer
EC Electrical conductivity
FC Fixed carbon
FDH Formate dehydrogenases
FW Food waste
HR Heating rate
HRT Hydraulic retention time
ISR Inoculum to substrate ratio
KMO Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin method
NR Not reported
OFG Oxygenated functional groups
OFMSW Organic fraction of the municipal solid waste
PC Principal component
PCA Principal component analysis
PS Particle size
PT Pyrolysis temperature
PV Pore volume
SA Surface area
SP Slow pyrolysis
SS Sewage sludge
SW Softwood
TAN Total ammonia nitrogen
TC Total carbon
TS Total solids
VFA Volatile fatty acids
VM Volatile matter
VS Volatile solids
µm Methane production rate
λ Lag phase
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